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Gene Nelson TX VI 1988

Joe W. Stewart TX VI 1988

Ronald G Giese TX VII 1991
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Chairman: Anthony “Ninja Turtle” Cabrera
Texas XV
(956) 645‐0469
blueknight749@gmail.com

Vice‐Chairman: Shane Poole
Texas XIII
(512) 587‐6494
sgm0600@yahoo.com

Secretary: Jose A. "Joker" Torres
Texas II
blueknightjoker54@yahoo.com
(956) 592‐6816

Treasurer: Rick “Tin Man” Caillet
Texas XLVI
(469) 628‐5609
rcaillet@sbcglobal.net

Interna onal Roger "Crash" Byars
Rep.: rgc.rep@blueknights.org

(713) 344‐8147

Webmaster: Vacant

Safety Officer: Harry "Tink" Bell
Texas XXXIX

Quartermaster: Adam Holden
Texas XLVI
adam.r.holden@gmail.com

Chaplain: Paul Worley
Texas XXXI
raven44@gvec.net

Newsle er Steven Epstein
Editor:  Texas XLVI

rgcnews@outlook.com

RGC Website: www.blueknightsrgc.org
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MESSAGES FROM THE RGC
From the RGC ChairmanGree ngs from South Texas!

As the summer months dwindle away, the cooler temperatures have started to become 
more and more frequent in the southern part of  the conference. Ideally, most of  us have 
jumped back up on our motorcycles to enjoy cooler riding temperatures.  It is my hope 
that this article finds you, your families and your chapter in the best of  health and in the 
Riding spirit.

As most of  you know by now, the email migration into the new server has enabled us to 
maintain a stronger communication network by enhancing our corporate email.  As the 
chapter President, if   you have not yet logged into the corporate email account, you can 
do so and set it up by going to the following website:

     https://mail.blueknights.org/webmail/ 

Your individual username is your chapter email address.  For example, 
tx15@blueknights.org and the  default password is: bkintl447

Please remember that this year, renewal package will be done online so it is imperative 
that you were corporate email account is good to go at all times. A suggestion may also 
be to allow at least one or two other people to check the corporate email account at least 
on a weekly basis to ensure that it is able to receive data.  The previous web mail server only allowed 25 MB. The 
new server should allow substantially more. Please maintain accountability to ensure better communication across 
the conference.

As many of  your chapters continue to grow, there are those chapters who struggle to maintain membership. Please 
remember that the Vice Chairman as well as the individual state representatives across the conference are there to 
assist you in your recruiting needs.  On that note, the RGC staff  has also gained two new positions. Adam Holden 
from Texas 46 is the new RGC Quartermaster and Robert Hilliard from Texas 34 has regained the position of  
RGC Webmaster.

As many of  you know, Harry bile from Texas 39 has done an outstanding job as our RGC Safety Officer. Recently, 
he was appointed to the position of  International Safety Officer! I trust that he will do a great job in that position 
for years to come! 

The 2019 RGC conference will be hosted by Texas 34 and held in Tyler, Texas. The 2020 conference will be hosted 
by Texas 27 and held in Denton, Texas.

As always, I am always available day or night and my virtual door is always open to all members of  the conference. 
As the holidays approach, please be safe and enjoy it with your families. See you on the open road!     

                  .          

Tony Cabrera
RGC Chairman

Anthony "Ninja 
Turtle" Cabrera
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From the RGC Treasurer

TThe RGC funds look good.  If  any 
RGC chapter Treasurer needs any 
help with record keeping, please do 

not hesitate to contact me.  I have a couple 
of  forms that I created to help my chapter’s 
Treasurer and one to help me keep up with 
the RGC financial records, either can be 
completed on a computer or printed and 
completed by hand.  If  you have any other 
concerns or questions, Treasurer related, I’ll 
be glad to help where I can.

I contacted a few chapters about their non-
profit status a while back.  Several of  these chapters have completed 
the process and regained their non-profit status and some are still in 
the process.  It appears that I have lost the ability to check this 
information.  If  there is a chance that your chapter has lost its non-
profit, I have the IRS forms necessary for your chapter to submit to 
regain non-profit status.

Feel free to email or give me a phone call with any questions or 
concerns you may have and I’ll gladly help if  I can.

Rick Caillet
Rio Grande Conference

Treasurer
Corporate email – tx46@blueknights.org

Personal email – rcaillet@sbcglobal.net
Phone – 469-628-5609

BLUE KNIGHTS PLEDGE

As a Blue Knight, I pledge to act with honor and 
pride to promote motorcycling and motorcycle 
safety by being an example of  the safe use, 

operation and enjoyment of  motorcycles. I will 
work at all times to improve the relationship 

between the motorcycling law enforcement 
community and the general public. The fraternal 
spirit will always guide me in relating to other 

Blue Knights.

Robert V. Bradford TX VI 1995

Donald B. Longone TX IV 1995

Kirt B. Watkins TX VIII 1995

Robert L. Gray TX VIII 1996

Chris A. Whi ngton TX VII 1996

Jack R Beckham TX IX 1997

Kenneth Hal ill TX IV 1999

Robert A Madrid TX III 1999

Boyce D. Hart TX IX 2000

Rick L. Riggs AR III 2000

Randy Sellars AR II 2000

Bill W. Sportsman TX VIII 2000

Ralph David Lynn, Jr. TX VII 2001

Francis A. Meeks AR VI 2001

Daniel E. Phillips TX III 2001

David D. Barne TX VII 2002

Denny M. Long TX XVII 2002

Dan H. Moser TX XXI 2002

David R. Smith TX VII 2002

Albert R. Jones TX III 2003

Edward (Eddy) C. TX XVII 2003

     Miller

James G. Obrien TX XVI 2003

Don Underwood TX I 2004

William C. Farrell TX I 2005

J. D. Johnson TX XVII 2005

James Rainbolt AR I 2005

Lloyd A. Rogers TX I 2005

William L. Shively TX XXVI 2005

William Tucker TX X 2005

Sandra Lane TX XXXI 2006

Billy McKinney TX I 2006

Dennis Zborek AR V 2006

Robert W. Black AR VI 2006

Ben Cash TX XIV 2007

Paul S. Habelt TX XXVIII 2007

Robert (Ted) Hargis TX VII 2007

David Camben TX XVI 2007

Wm (Allen) Comeau TX III 2008

Feldon J. Cranfill TX XXXIII 2008

Frank H. Creath TX XXXIV 2008

Leroy R. Rodriguez TX XII 2008

Gary B. Sco TX XI 2008

Raymond Ross TX XXXIX 2008

Ken Sims TX XXXI 2008

Andrea L. Smith TX XXXIII 2008

IN MEMORY OF RGC HEAVEN I 
TRANSFERS [CONT.]

Rick Caillet
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Jeffrey H. Wyers TX XXXI 2008

Arthur L. Guy TX XXI 2009

Thomas Adams TX XIV 2009

Daniel High TX XVII 2009

Robert L. Ellio TX XXXI 2009

Diana L. Bowers TX IV 2009

Donald E. Moore TX XXXI 2009

Bob Murphy TX I 2009

Frank Oneal TX XXIII 2009

James W. Childress TX XLI 2010

James “Red” York TX XXVIII 2010

Bobby McQuary TX XLIII 2010

James Parmley TX XXI 2010

Cloratho Reamy TX XXI 2010

Andrew Rameas TX XVI 2010

James "Red" York TX XXVIII 2010

Roger Stout TX XVI 2011

Frankie Sco TX VI 2011

Ronnie England TX X 2011

Marvin "Marty"  TX XXXI 2011

     Ermis, Jr.

Robert Elkin TX VII 2011

Gerald Hineline TX XI 2011

Leslie Ferguson TX XXXIV 2012

Leland Riggs TX XXI 2012

Ray Bylar TX XII 2012

Jaime Padron TX XXXV 2012

Joe Landers AR III 2012

William Rider TX XXXIV 2012

Doug Whitaker TX XX 2012

Alfred Penland TX VI 2012

Randy Thiem TX XXXIV 2012

Keith Corbin TX I 2013

Mark Gilliam TX VII 2013

James Judd TX XXIII 2013

Jimmy Rudd TX XXIII 2013

Daniel Spinks, Sr.  TX XXVII 2013

Tim Shearer TX XVIII 2013

Tomas Fleming AR V 2013

Bobby Mooney AR VI 2013

Del Raney TX III 2013

John Westbrook TX XLIII 2013

Billy M. Farrell TX XXI 2014

Doug P. Lacombe TX XXXI 2014

David Glenn TX XVII 2014

From the RGC Newsle er Editor

TThis Newsletter's most relevant contributer is  Harry "Tink" 
Beil, with "Tink's Tips". Harry is the RGC Safety Officer and  
recently appointed International Safety Officer. We are lucky 

to have him in the RGC. As an advocate of  "All the Gear All the 
Time" [ATGATT] myself, I think Tink's column is an important read 
for us all. As Blue Knights, we can use his advice to set a good 
example for the public.

I've received no 
corrections to the 
updated Heaven One 
and RGC Chapters 
lists, so I presume the 
lists on the 
International website 
are up to date. This 
will be the source of  
such information for 
future Newsletters. 

This quarter brings the final installment of  Shrug's story, "Throw 
Mama From the Bridge". Thank you, Scott "Shrug" Wilson for letting 
me share this with the RGC - it's a great story. I hope the story may 
inspire more members to contribute to the Newsletter with their own 
writing, artwork, or other print-worthy original work. 

You may notice that this quarter's Newsletter is sparce. I've received 
no response to my challenge for submittals from the readers and my 
ask that AK chapters contribute. Officer and Chapter submittals are 
few. Let me know that the Newsletter is of  value to you by 
contributing and/or commenting. "Letters to the Editor" could be an 
interesting column, but you have to write them. 

Next submission dealdine is December 21, 2018. If  you don't 
contribute, I might not have enough to publish the Winter 2019 issue.

As always - be safe and, Ride with Pride.

Sincerely,
Steven "The Joker" Epstein

RGC Newsletter Editor
rgcnews@outlook.com

IN MEMORY OF RGC HEAVEN I 
TRANSFERS [CONT.]
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EVENTS CALENDAR

2018

October 6
1st Ann. Brick Street Bike Show
Benefi ng Brent Thompson Memorial Bronze Statue Fund. 
Brent Thompson was one the five Officers killed in the line of 
duty during the events in Dallas on 07/07/2016.

Hosted by TX XLIII ‐ www.bktx43.com

N. Commerce St.,  Corsicana

October 13
14th Annual Nun Run
Villa De Matel Convent ‐ 6510 Lawndale St., Houston TX 77023

Escorted by Blue Knights

christusfounda on.org/news/14th‐annual‐nun‐run

October 11‐14
Knights of the Round Table
River Terrace Resort and Conven on Center in Gatlinburg, 
Tennessee

Hosted by Red Knights TN7

h ps://www.facebook.com/events/199930414088291/

October 27
Anything Over Rice Cook‐off
Blue Knights LA XIV

Cajun Harley Davidson 724 I‐10 S Frontage Rd., Sco , LA 70583

Benefits Officers and families of officers injured and killed in the 
line‐of‐duty.

h p://999ktdy.com/anything‐over‐rice‐cook‐off‐october‐27/

November 1‐4
Lone Star Rally

Galveston, TX ‐ www.lonestarrally.com

November 25
Coats for Kids Ride

From Cycle Center of Denton, 521 Acme St. to American Eagle 
Harley Davidson. Texas Flood [Stevie Ray Vaughan cover band] 
[These guys are great! (ed.)] will play.

KSU 2:00pm ‐ Escorted ride through Denton Co.

h p://coatsforkidsride.com/index.html

2019

Rio Grande Conference ‐Tyler, TX

If there are events you'd like to see listed here please send 
details to rgcnews@outlook.com.      -Ed.

Walter Buster TX III 2014

     Hummel

Wayland Dixon TX XVI 2014

Stephen Karpuleon TX XXIII 2014

Freddy Thrash TX II 2014

David Brown TX XVIII 2014

Walter Thompson TX XXXIX 2014

William (Bill) Thorn TX XI 2015

John O. Lara TX II 2015

John C. Thomas TX VIII 2015

Walter Fox TX III 2015

Thomas Joe Burton TX XX 2015

Wayne Brown TX IV 2015

Jeffrey Berry TX XIII 2015

Tim Hammond TX XLVI 2015

Jose Hernandez, Jr.  TX XLII 2015

David Wilson TX XXXVIII 2015

Roy Lindsay TX I 2015

James P. Hurley TX I 2015

Bernardo Perez TX XV 2015

Richard Amon TX XX 2016

Dick Erwin TX XXI 2016

Sergio A. Amar TX II 2016

M. Stan Corbi TX XVI 2016

Monte C. Grimes TX XXI 2016

Ramon Menchaca TX XII 2016

Robert Dennis TX VII 2016

Michael Campbell TX XXXV 2017

Michaer Robert TX IV 2017

     Maloy

Monty Dale Pla TX X 2017

Chester Hornowski AR V 2017

Jeffrey Osterhout TX XIV 2017

Julian Garza, Jr. TX IV 2017

Charles Wright, Sr.  TX XX 2018

W.R. "Butch" TX VII 2018
     Blackmon

Any omissions are unintended. Source is 
the RGC International website, Heaven I 

IN MEMORY OF RGC HEAVEN I 
TRANSFERS [CONT.]
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what’s relevant to a person’s brain? The 
answer is a product of  both evolution 
and environment. Now this is where it 
gets interesting! Your brain basically sees 
things vertically, and horizontally. It 
scans for things that go up-and-down, 
and those that go side-to-side. Why? 
Evolution has taught your brain that 
thing that go up-and-down won’t 
generally eat you.  Things that go side-
to-side are more likely the predators, and 
the bigger the predator, the greater the 
threat.   Second, and just as important is 
one's environment. Remember, the brain 
can only see what it understands. If  you 
have more of  an expectation to see 
something, you are more likely to see it. 
Most drivers are looking for cars and 
trucks; those horizontal objects that they 
are accustomed to seeing in traffic. 

You had difficulty understanding why 
others don’t see what you obviously see. 
Because you own and operate 
motorcycles, they are relevant to you, 
Thus, you expect to see them, so you see 
them when others may not. Other 
drivers' brains simply discard the 
motorcycle because their brains do not 
expect to see it; this is backed up by the 
motorcycle often appearing vertical, or 
non-threatening.   This changes greatly 
in environments where more 
motorcycles are present.  Studies have 
shown that other drivers react as much 
as 3-seconds sooner in environments 
where motorcycles exist in higher 
numbers.  These drivers are more use to 
seeing motorcycles; their brains are 
more accustomed to understanding what 
they are, and their brains “expect” to see 
motorcycles.  This expectation leads to 
the object being considered relevant, and 
the brain passes it on rather than 
filtering it out. 

What can we do to make Motorcycles 
more Relevant to other Drivers? Most 
of  what you already think works, does 

From the RGC Safety Officer

TINK TIPS:    SPIDEY SENSE

WHY DRIVERS WHO HIT 
MOTORCYCLES SAY THEY 

DIDN’T SEE THEM.

YYou’re Off  Duty, and out 
eating with Friends when 
one of  them asks you what 

you’re looking at? You answer 
“Nothing” but realize that you’re 
doing “IT” again. “IT”, is your 
constant scanning of  the room, 
watching everyone and everything 
that catches your eyes. It’s a 
behavior that is hard to break. It’s 
what you do; you are a Police 
Officer.

Most motorcycle accidents are the fault of  motor vehicle operators 
who fail to yield right of  way to the motorcycle. These accidents occur 
mostly in intersections with the other driver pulling into the path of  
the oncoming motorcycle. In almost all cases, this "at-fault" driver says 
that he never saw the motorcycle. WHAT? Not possible, right? You 
saw them looking right at you! They must be lying; however, in most of  
these accidents, the accident scene shows that the "at-fault" driver, 
made NO ATTEMPT TO STOP. Making no attempt to stop is 
unarguable proof  that they did not see you.

How does someone look directly at you, and not see you? There are 
many reasons that this occurs, and many studies have been conducted 
to show why. Let’s start at the beginning, your eye and how it works. 
The eye is an imperfect organ with numerous flaws. It’s mostly blurry, 
upside down, has a blind spot in the center, and a very small degree of  
field-of-view. To compensate for this our eyes, stay in constant motion, 
even when focused forward. The eye is constantly sending pictures to 
your brain. These pictures are then assembled by your brain into the 
best and sharpest parts of  each picture into a mental image. 

The most advanced studies deal more with how the brain processes 
these images being sent to it by your eye. One limitation is that some 
things are small enough and move quickly enough that the eye won’t 
pick up enough of  the object long enough to send it to the brain 
before the object arrives in the driver’s immediate vicinity. At times, the 
motorcycle may fall into this category.   

To stop itself  from being overloaded with data needing to be 
processed, the brain picks what it deems to be relevant and irrelevant.  
This is important, because the brain only sees what it understands.  So, 

Harry "Tink" Beil
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work. Make your motorcycle “larger”, by adding extra lights; especially “horizontal” running lights. Next, anything 
that makes you stand out helps. Bright clothing and helmets have proven to reduce accidents.  Never assume they 
see you, even when they are looking right at you!

You’ve noticed those yellow TXDOT signs and bumper stickers about 
"motorcycle awareness"? This is the current program to help drivers 
become more aware of  motorcycles, and it should help. The truth is, the 
more a person consciously looks around while driving, the better and 
more varied the visual information their brain receives. People with the 
ability to see things others do not see have what has been jokingly called a 
“super power”. But that’s just in the movies, right? Perhaps the next time 
you catch yourself  scanning the inside of  a restaurant at the dismay of  
your friends you will realize your "spidey-sense” is something you worked 
long and hard to hone. Others can only wish they had your “super-
power”.  Keep up the good work and pass it on.  

Your "friendly neighborhood" TINK.     

Harry Beil
RGC Safety Officer

TX-XXXIX / Dallas Police Retired

Photoshopped  Never wear Spandex, 
and always wear your helmet.  Tink
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AR I BENTON AR

AR II HARRISON AR

AR III LOWELL AR

AR IV PINE BLUFF AR

AR V MOUNTAIN HOME AR

AR VI HEBER SPRINGS AR

TX I HURST TX

TX II MCALLEN TX

TX IV SAN ANTONIO TX

TX V GRAND PRAIRIE TX

TX VI ANGLETON TX

TX VII LAPORTE TX

TX VIII COMMERCE TX

TX IX RANSOM CANYON TX

TX X AMARILLO TX

TX XI WACO TX

TX XII SAN ANTONIO TX

TX XIII AUSTIN TX

TX XIV CORPUS CHRISTI TX

TX XV LAREDO TX

TX XVI BELTON TX

TX XVII MIDLAND TX

TX XVIII SHERMAN TX

TX XIX ORANGE TX

TX XX WICHITA FALLS TX

TX XXI WAXAHACHIE TX

TX XXIII BRADY TX

TX XXV SCHERTZ TX

TX XXVI BIG SPRING TX

TX XXVII LAKE DALLAS TX

TX XXVIII ATHENS TX

TX XXIX TEXARKANA TX

TX XXX SALADO TX

TX XXXI GALVESTON TX

TX XXXIV TYLER TX

TX XXXV SAN ANGELO TX

TX XXXVI CORPUS CHRISTI TX

TX XXXVIII PLANO TX

TX XXXIX MESQUITE TX

TX XL BAY CITY TX

TX XLI GRANDBURY

TX XLII BROWNSVILLE TX

TX XLIII CORSICANA TX

TX XLV FRISCO TX

TX XLVI ROWLETT TX

TX XLVII SHINER TX

TX XLVIII CUERO TX

TX XLIX KINGSLAND TX

RGC CHAPTERS

Chapter Ci es [per Interna onal Website]

Chapter e-mail addresses are in the form of  [ST]+[NUM]@blueknights.org. E.g., ARII can be reached at 
AR2@blueknights.org.

This list is based on the International website list. Please contact International if  the information is incorrect or 
missing. Please let me know if  you find typographical errors. - Editor
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OOn 08/25/2018, 9 members of  Blue Knights TX XXXV attended a 
4-hr motorcycle safety course in an effort to hone their slow speed 
skills.   Honing the riders' skills will enhance their motorcycle 

safety.

Brian Bylsma
Past President 2012-2018

CHAPTER NEWS

TEXAS XXXV ‐ San Angelo
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TEXAS XLVI ‐ Rowle

IIt has been a very hot summer in North Texas, and TX XLVI has shifted to breakfast 
rides in an attempt to beat the heat. We are looking forward to the cooler weather of  
Fall, and the start of  the charity ride season. Meanwhile, here’s a sampling of  where 

we’ve been, recently…

On July 7, several members rode to 
the annual Kaufman County 

Emergency Children’s Shelter’s Christmas in July event. Each 
year the shelter hosts a party with hot dogs and live music on 
their patio. They collect donations of  needed goods, clothing, 
toys, and money that helps support their mission. There is 
always a good crowd, and Santa makes a showing – in July, in 
Texas, in his big red suit!

On July 14, several members made a breakfast ride to Mama’s Daughter’s Diner in Forney. 

On July 19, we rode to breakfast at Callleman’s Café in Blue Ridge. On August 2, to Down Home Café in Canton. 
And on August 18, a large group made it out to one of  our regular venues, Lumber Yard Café in Edgewood. 
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August 23 found us at JB Legacy in Anna and on August 30 at Sidekicks, in Emory, TX, Doe Belly’s in Kaufman 
on September 14, and Bucky’s Café in Caddo Mills on September 18.

In August, members, Scott “Shrug” Wilson and Johnny “J-Man” Delgado 
rode to Shark Week VIII in Durango, CO. Scott posted several photos, and 
gives the following account of  the event…

Our days are filled 
riding the iconic 
routes in the area the 
event is hosted.  Our 
evenings are spent 
hanging out in the 
parking lot enjoying 
beverages, socializing, 
and talking about the 
riding.  We also have a 
dinner event and prize 
raffle.  If  you ride a 
Road Glide, or if  you 
ride with someone who does, and are interested in Shark Week IX at 
Deadwood SD the week after the Sturgis Rally, message “Shrug RandFan” 
on Facebook for details.

[Images on page 9 from TX XLVI's Facebook page and on page 10 from Scott "Shrug" Wilson]

Steven "The Joker" Epstein
Secretary, BKTX XLVI, Rowlett, TX
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MMom’s closest friend on the island is Mary 
Anna.  She and mom worked together in the 
paramedical industry for years. She moved 

from Texas to the island after falling in love with the 
place.  Now, Mary Anna runs a thrift store, the proceeds 
from which support her true passion, the Whidbey 
Animal Improvement Foundation (WAIF).  WAIF is a 
no kill animal shelter for the local four-legged 
domesticated populace. When I told her back in March 
about my plans to take mom to Whidbey for her 
birthday, she was elated and began alerting mom’s 
friends up there.  We kept in touch over the months as 
we planned the event.  It had been five years since I was 
on the island and saw Mary Anna.  The last time mom 
was up was when she sold her property there back in 
2008.

There are few things in life I enjoy more than riding my 
Harley.  Still, the thought of  not having to ride a long 
distance today was very appealing.  We were all looking 
forward to seeing mom’s friends and celebrating her 
birthday.  We stopped and picked up some yellow and 
peach colored roses (mom’s favorite) for each of  us, 
plus a few spares.  We left some flowers with Mary Anna 
and mom’s friends on the shore and headed up to the 
bridge. 

The bridge had a three foot wide railed walking path on 
each side.  As our group made our way across on the 
northwest facing path, I carried with me the maroon 
velvet bag containing the precious cargo I had so 
gingerly placed in the Harley tour pack and had tended 
to the entire trip.  We stopped about half  way across to 
take in the view and wait for other pedestrians to pass.  
As the others dropped roses off  the bridge, I removed a 

THROW MAMA FROM THE BRIDGE

[Part 4 of a 4 part serial by Sco  "Shrug" Wilson, TX XLVI]
July 26th, 2010 – Happy Birthday, Mom! 

container from the bag, opened it, and poured the 
contents from it off  the bridge rail and into the 
Washington wind.

There were discussions aplenty over the legality of  
scattering ashes in public.  The reality was it was human 
remains, but they were reduced to calcified deposits, 
which realistically could be found in the soil most 
anywhere.  It was suggested that we scatter the ashes at 
the state park on the north shore where few people 
would notice.  I didn’t come this far to compromise on 
the details of  the promise I made to mom.  

As the breeze carried the dust cloud away, it seemed to 
evaporate into the air like a captive spirit finally released 
to join a realm it was long intended to be a part of.  As I 
poured from the bridge, mom’s friends down on the 
north beach were watching from below.  They described 
the scene for me saying the sunlight reflection from the 
dust formed rainbow like colors and that an eagle was 
soaring above us. It was a simple but beautifully 
sentimental tribute.

Surprisingly, it wasn’t a sad event at all.  In fact, I was 
somewhat reveling in my accomplishment, having 
traveled so far in such a short amount of  time to keep 
the promise.  I knew I could handle the emotional toll 
of  the memorial itself.  But honestly, I wasn’t as 
confident in my ability to endure riding over 850 miles a 
day in Midwest summer heat for three days straight.

It was done.  The promise was kept and mom’s friends 
on the island got their chance to say goodbye. Somehow 
still, after all the hours and dollars spent modifying the 
bike, planning the routes, and then actually riding the 
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2,300 miles, the sense of  closure I’ve sought since 
mom’s passing - the same closure I expected to feel 
after this event - still eludes me.  Since she left us in 
February, I believed in and waited for some sort of  
cathartic event to transpire that would finally deliver the 
emotional closure that we all seek after the loss of  a 
loved one.  I’ve since learned that in my case, that 
catharsis is actually the realization that closure of  this 
sort never comes.  Acceptance gradually increases and 
the sadness gradually decreases, but there is no 
closure.   The rip in my heart has healed, but a life long 
scar remains.

I’ve wondered for years what the draw to Whidbey was 
for mama.  She was a born and bred Texan with ambition 
whatsoever to live anywhere else.  Nevertheless, she loved 
this island, its people, and its culture.  Perhaps this 
explains it.  This poem is from the book “Take Our 
Words for Whidbey”; a collection of  poems, essays, and 
stories from the Whidbey Writers Group.

The Pull of  Tides

Some of  us are borne toward islands
From the moment of  our becoming.

From the center of  the land
We’re moved, in bits and pieces of  our years

Toward salt and waves and rocky shores.
We wrap fog around ourselves

And stand, bent like trees, against the wind.
The swirl of  currents, seaweed twining,

The pull of  tides takes us
Home.

- Rowena Williamson
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